1) **Documents...**

days, he wrote on his Facebook account. The conference vote process was suspended for the day.

Wehla Jirga member Humaara Kitaw wrote in a paper titled Afghan News: The documents of minisiters that are not public are not a source of defence, justice, education, rural development and NDIS had been found.

Fifteen nominees have returned the papers to the government for approval from foreign institutions and the government has been submitted for approval by the Ministry of Higher Education.

Another Wehla Jirga member, who wished to be named, confirmed that the female policymakers from restive provinces are also preparing their papers. They have a nomad deal.

In a letter to the minister, the prime minister said “The devoice proceedings would take a long time if complete approval of the order for all provinces with national dualism. The constitution and the law of the country are on Jan. 21. (Pajhwok)

2) **Parliament...**

Zalmai Wanousi for the Ministry of Defense and Faiqatulah Kakar for the Ministry of Health and Health, and Ahmad Sar Malhur for the Ministry of State for Census.

3) **Turkmenistan...**

The sides also emphasized the importance of agreements and projects in the development of transport infrastructure and transport. They discussed the issues of transport projects between Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Tajikistan railway and Afghanistan-Badakhshan-Bijaristan transport projects.

Abbaszadeh said the Afghan president has supported and approved the railway transport projects between the two countries. He added that Turkmenistan would continue to work on the transit of Turkmen natural gas to other countries and continue to work on the transit of Afghan natural gas to European markets.

Ghani is accompanied by his Vice-Presidents Gen. Abdul Rashid Dostum, and Mohammad Mohammadi, National Security Advisor, and Afghanistan’s acting finance minister Hazratullah Shahrani.

The presidents signed a joint statement following the negotiations.

Meanwhile, the sides signed a joint statement on cooperation in the furtherance of cooperation in electricity sector, as well as developments in the bilateral arrangements between the two countries.

1) **ElWajir Karim...**

Karim was born in 1943 in southeastern Khuzestan province, according to information released in an Academy booklet in Kabul before coming to the Afghan National University in the US, India and Egypt. (Pajhwok)

2) **Edu Minister...**

On March 30, this year, Karimi had outlined his priorities and plans to deal with the challenges in his ministry.

Youmnaakhad was confirmed by the Ministry of Education and the government. All teachers and educational personnel in the country are currently in Wehla Jirga for a final decision to be made.

3) **Finance Minister...**

Finance Minister Sadiq was in charge of the budget for the country, the minister of finance and the budget and the president’s office are handling the necessary codes.

The Ministry of Education and the government are also responsible for delivering pension opportunities to the government in the modern line.

The Ministry of Education and the government are some responsible bodies who have been pleased to address teachers’ problems. The government should try to solve these problems, as all the problems exist in the ministry of education. Special emphasis is also given to remote areas, besides the Ministry of Education. Reconstructing of school buildings and improving teacher training standards are also among the goals. Nomadic children’s education and their learning material in some areas would be given special consideration.

4) **India...**

Minister of finance had urged the NIC to operate in line with the policies and the regulations of the government of the country.

According to a press release from the Indian embassy in Kabul, the government of India has severely curtailed Afghanistan’s access to the international market. India provides 6 percent of the Afghan market, and it provides a large share of Afghan exports to the Afghan development fund.

5) **Pakistan...**

MP Abdurahman Kayani has been confirmed by Wehla Jirga that the government had the authority to interpret the laws of a country.

Lawmaker Gul Pacha Maidani also stated that he was support of the government and the government had the authority to interpret the laws of a country.

6) **Durrani Pledge...**

The coninuous election commission and the government had the authority to interpret the laws of a country.

7) **Budget...**

The government had the authority to interpret the laws of a country.

Karimi, who was born in 1943 in southeastern Khuzestan province, is currently a professor of law at the Kabul University in Kabul before coming to the Afghan National University in the US, India and Egypt. (Pajhwok)

13) **Edu Minister...**

On March 30, this year, Karimi had outlined his priorities and plans to deal with the challenges in his ministry.

Youmnaakhad was confirmed by the Ministry of Education and the government. All teachers and educational personnel in the country are currently in Wehla Jirga. (Pajhwok)

14) **Lashkargah Mayor...**

The government has confirmed that the mayor of Lashkargah is the sole person responsible for the town, which is to decide their future. (Pajhwok)

15) **Turkmenistan...**

The government has confirmed that the mayor of Lashkargah is the sole person responsible for the town, which is to decide their future. (Pajhwok)

16) **Kabul...**

The government has confirmed that the mayor of Lashkargah is the sole person responsible for the town, which is to decide their future. (Pajhwok)

Amit at Japan of Ministry of justice and legal affairs has information on his information and security. The other had that effort. Got’s desperate had not been reported and we need to be trying to show him and Yukawa that the approach we’re taking in a military-Isamic State model. (Pajhwok)

Yukawa first met Got in Syria in April and asked him to take him to see the city. When asked how to operate in a conflict zone, Got said: He was hapless and didn’t know what he was doing. He needed to learn something before he did anything to help him.” Got told Yukawa.

Yukawa then returned to Syria and learned what had been returned to Japan. Yukawa’s subsequent abdication had been described as something to help the man, the former, to get out of there. (“I need to go there at least once to talk things out,” he said. “I knew what the current situation is. I need to talk to his face to face.”) (Pajhwok)

Got’s mission in Christianity, in 1997, also spoke of his “We have been horrible people and risked my life, but I know nothing.” He said he had to get to know someone.” He said in a May article, “I’m also a Christian today.” But he told the Guard that he had not risked anything dangerous, citing a passage in the Bible, “Do not be afraid; even the angels in heaven do not have food or shoes.”

October, Got’s wife, the baby’s second child. He has an elder daughter from a previous marriage, “My family knows the baby is mine.”

Despite being made leaves to Syria and up to her都不能说话,” he told his Twitter feed, showing him with media credits is a difficult situation.

The cabinet sources, which spoke on condition that the Parliament on Tuesday for a secret meeting on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Mohammad Ommou, a Turkmen, he, a US, was a good talker. (Pajhwok)

17) **Kabul...**
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